WHAT WE HEARD

MOOSE MGMT
PROPOSALS 1-3
submitted by Government of Yukon
public review by YFWMB

YFWMB PUBLIC SURVEY #1
FALL 2019
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PROPOSAL

558

WHO WE HEARD FROM
13 different organizations/ sources

1
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Mayo RRC

Northern Tutchone

Teslin RRC

Dawson District RRC

RRCs (joint)

8

7
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5

Yukon Fish and Game

Alsek RRC

Yukon Conservation

Canadian Parks and

Society

Wilderness Society

Association

9
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12

13

YFWMB online survey

Yukon Backcountry

Yukon Outfitters

Yukon Trappers

Yukon Wild Sheep

(>500 respondents)

Hunters and Anglers

Association +

Association

Foundation

individual Outfitters

PUBLIC
REVIEW
(fall 2019)

MAJOR COMMENTS AND THEMES

NOT ENOUGH TIME

NOT ENOUGH DATA

many respondents felt the

majority of respondents felt

conversation should've

the data was outdated or

begun sooner + included

insufficient + called for more

other governments,

aerial counts to be

associations and councils

completed

LARGELY
MISUNDERSTOOD

NO ANTLER
CONFIGURATION

language was vague and

received almost no support,

non-binding, lack of

one First Nation

specifics and commitments

PUBLIC
REVIEW
(fall 2019)

MAJOR COMMENTS AND THEMES

MINSITERIAL
DISCRETION

NO EFFORT TO RESTORE

majority of respondents felt it

proposals make no mention

gives Minister too much

of rehabilitating or

unchecked power; no

enhancing wildlife

mention of RRCs/ YFWMB

populations

TENTATIVE SUPPORT
FROM NT RRCS

WHAT ABOUT OTHER
TOOLS?

dependent upon significant

no mention of the other tools

FN/ RRC involvement + don't

from the toolbox + question

support antler configuration,

those selected (i.e. permit,

or increasing # of permits

antler configuration, ORV)

adaptive management

YFWMB ONLINE SURVEY #1
UNSURE
9.2%

YES
20.6%

NO
70.3%

PROPOSAL 1: RESPONSES

YFWMB ONLINE SURVEY #1
UNSURE
11.6%

YES
21.2%

NO
67.2%

PROPOSAL 2: RESPONSES

YFWMB ONLINE SURVEY #1
UNSURE
14.2%

PROPOSAL 3
RECEIVED THE MOST
SUPPORT OF ALL THREE

YES
27.2%

NO
58.6%

PROPOSAL 3: RESPONSES

EXTENSION TO
PUBLIC REVIEW

90 DAY EXTENSION GRANTED
this was decided upon by a unanimous Board
motion, passed in December of 2019

RATIONALE FOR
EXTENSION

general
misunderstanding
by the public
public lack of trust
in wording/
language used
requests to set
aside Adaptive
proposals until
2021

YFWMB needed
more time for
engagement/
discussion
YG needed to
improve
communication
tools
conflicting
timelines with
review of 'toolbox'
more consultation
should've taken
place before
submitting

TIMELINE OF EXTENSION TO
PUBLIC REVIEW

DEC 19, 2019

FEB 7, 2020

FEB 14, 2020

MAY 15, 2020

YG commits

'new'

YFWMB

2nd online

to 30 day

proposals

opens 2nd

survey

timeline for

are received

online

closes

re-writing

by YFWMB

survey

proposals

WHO WE HEARD FROM (during the extension)
11 different organizations/ sources

1

2

3

4

Mayo RRC

Tr'ondek Hwech'in

Alsek RRC

Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society

8

7

6

5

Kluane First Nation

Yukon Outfitters

Teslin Tlingit Council

Yukon Stone Outfitters

Association

9

10

Yukon Fish and Game

Ta'an Kwach'an

Association

Council

11
YFWMB
Online survey #2

MARCH 4: LRRC @ KDCC LIBRARY
John, Steve, Lars Jessup (YG)

MARCH 10: CTRRC @ YFWMB OFFICE

Pre-COVID
meetings

Graham, John, Steve, CTRRC (YG invited but not in
attendance)

MARCH 24: THFN @ THFN OFFICE
cancelled

MARCH 24: DDRRC @ DDRRC OFFICE
cancelled

MARCH 30: CTRRC @ LMCC
04

YFWMB

cancelled

Letters received
(formal responses)

10

TR’ONDËK HWËCH’IN FIRST NATION
- want to meet in-person to discuss properly, before moving forward
Proposal 1: will move hunters to other unrestricted areas on their T.T.
- need more monitoring for Adaptive mgmt to work, more hunter effort
surveys and more population counts
- TH does not support threshold hunts in their T.T. – do support Group Hunts
- highlight the need for definitions of terms around Adaptive mgmt in order
to make it work; what constitutes "local concern", could actually be territorial
Proposal 2/3: limiting harvest opportunities in specific areas will mean other
areas get hit harder
- THFN T.T. will be impacted, one of last areas with lots of roads and few
restrictions
- YG needs to look to preserve and enhance renewable resources
- more surveys need to be conducted (hunter effort/ aerial counts)

Letters
ALSEK RRC
- there hasn't been enough time to review and discuss the concept of
Adaptive mgmt thoroughly, especially within the community
- online survey not fully accessible to everyone in their region
- proposals do not cover all issues of wildlife mgmt and don't mention
population recovery; more than just managing hunters
- supportive of concept of Adaptive but believe there aren't enough tools in
the toolbox, need new tools to address the scope of mgmt proposed
- want to see populations increasing (Longterm Optimum Productivity),
mgmt objectives that are geared towards that end
- asking to postpone any recommendations until after proper face-to-face
engagement can occur

Letters
CANADIAN PARKS AND WILDERNESS SOCIETY
Proposal 1: strong support, believe it will enable managers to respond to
conservation concerns faster, addresses indications of declines
- Adaptive mgmt will allow managers to respond to new roads and trails that
can increase access and pressure
- understand that it will be Boards and RRCs that are responsible for
choosing the right mgmt tools for each region, with FN input
Proposal 2/3: support these proposals, support Option 2 because they feel it
offers greater flexibility and responsiveness, by enabling a suite of moose
harvest management tools

Letters
KLUANE FIRST NATION
- believe the proposals may infringement on Aboriginal harvest rights
Proposal 1: need up to date surveys, need to document the decline (use their
T.T. as example of where work is needed)
- support the use of season variation and threshold/ registration hunts, but
believe changes need to be made Yukon-wide, not regionally, otherwise just
pushed pressure elsewhere
- regional mgmt only possible with more data
- local approach has to have concrete definitions first, exactly how are FNs
consulted, exactly how is T.K. used in recommendations/ mgmt decisions
- Proposal 2/3: regional closures proposed does not address underlaying
issue, moves pressure around, concentrates in areas without restrictions
- urge YG to look at mgmt from broader approach

Letters
YUKON OUTFITTERS ASSOCIATION
- believe the proposals should be set aside until proper engagement can
take place
- issues: gaps in harvest data numbers, need moose population trends
conducted over meaningful timeframes, proposals do not account for
predation affects on calf retention/ population growth, proposals only geared
towards limiting hunting not managing wildlife
Proposal 1: do not support, believe mgmt needs to address concerns and
also increase populations – without limiting harvest opportunity
- more evaluation and monitoring is needed first in order to make Adaptive
mgmt plausible
- mgmt geared towards increasing populations is only solution to current
problem (suggest ORV restrictions, habitat enhancement, predator control)
- Proposal 2/3: do not support, believe these proposals are not warranted
given the info provided, outdated and insufficient
- need ALL harvest data

Letters
TESLIN TLINGIT COUNCIL
Proposal 1: in support, believe the proposal should enable a more responsive
approach to moose mgmt, without diverting pressure elsewhere
Proposal 2: addresses concerns TTC has over South Canol
- believe this Moose Management Unit has been harvested at
or near the sustainable level by licensed hunters alone for the past several
years, which leaves no room for a First Nations harvest
- would ensure that moose in the South Canol area are not harvested to a
point where recovery of this population is no longer possible
- believe Option 2 with antler configuration is effective tool for reducing
harvest, point to success in Alaska and BC
- would like to see it implemented in their T.T.

Letters
YUKON STONE OUTFITTING
- strong opposition to Proposals 1-3, believe they are inadequate to deal with
current issue
- believe we need comprehensive moose mgmt to to enhance moose
populations and deliver on the UFA requirement of Long-Term Optimum
Productivity
- feel that continuing to implement regulation changes focusing on limiting
and reducing licensed harvest won't resolve any issues, "nor will it deliver the
abundant moose populations required to address the needs and demands of
all harvesters—First Nations, residents and nonresidents"
- call for YG to make meaningful changes to their objectives and approaches

Letters
TA'AN KWACH'AN COUNCIL
- TKC citizens strongly support conservation measures to decrease hunting
pressure and increase moose populations within their T.T.
Proposal 1: in support, TKC citizens are reporting seeing less moose and more
licensed hunters on the land
- noted decline in moose populations has raised concerns
- believe more proactive measures to limit harvest of moose are
necessary to preserve moose population levels
- would like to see more permit hunts in their T.T.
- TKC supports adaptive mgmt measures as it will allow Renewable Resource
Councils to make community specific recommendations to the Minister
Proposal 3: TKC supports this proposal, as they know it's a high pressure area
- TKC supports enacting both a permit system and off-road
vehicle restrictions in their T.T.
- do not support antler configuration element

Letters
YUKON FISH AND GAME ASSOCIATION
- strongly oppose all three proposed moose reg changes
- have written two letters requesting these changes be set aside
immediately, until the next regulation change review cycle (fall 2021)

YFWMB ONLINE SURVEY #2
SPRING 2020
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YFWMB ONLINE SURVEY #2
UNSURE
14.1%

DOWN 1.5% FROM FIRST
SURVEY
YES
19.1%

NO
66.9%

PROPOSAL 1: RESPONSES

YFWMB ONLINE SURVEY #2
UNSURE
11.5%

UP 3% FROM FIRST SURVEY

YES
24.2%
NO
64.3%

PROPOSAL 2: RESPONSES

YFWMB ONLINE SURVEY #2
UNSURE
14.9%

DOWN 2.5% FROM FIRST
SURVEY

YES
24.7%

PROPOSAL 3 RECEIVED THE
MOST SUPPORT BOTH
SURVEYS

NO
60.4%

PROPOSAL 3: RESPONSES

PUBLIC
REVIEW
(spring 2020)

IT'S THE SAME CONTENT
missed opportunity to tweak
proposals based on
feedback from first review,
rationale is transparency

MAJOR THEMES AND COMMENTS

LANGUAGE REMAINS
VAGUE
public supports Adaptive
mgmt; but does not support
the proposals

'as they are written'

BIG QUESTIONS REMAIN

'RED FLAGS' REMAIN

why no mention of any

public does not seem to

restoration or enhancement

support the 'tools'

to wildlife populations? or

mentioned and lack of

any other tools? no specific

evidence indicating flexibilty

details; no mgmt plan

PUBLIC
REVIEW
(spring 2020)

ANTLER CONFIGURATION
still has very little support
(2 FNs)

DESIRE FOR INCREASED
OPPORTUNITY
public wants to see
measures to enhance
populations, not diminish
opportunity

MAJOR THEMES AND COMMENTS

SKEPTICAL OF
MINISTERIAL DISCRETION

REGIONAL POWERS

trust in government has eroded

to listen to RRCs, FNs, or the

(i.e. Finlayson)

Board; want assurances

no real binding commitment

regulation changes will
come from YFWMB/ RRC/ FN

PUBLIC
REVIEW
(spring 2020)

MAJOR THEMES AND COMMENTS

PREDATOR CONTROL
one of the most common

INTRODUCE OTHER
TOOLS

comments from survey was to

public wants to see evidence

bring this back as a mgmt

of regional flexibility, using

'tool'; "manage wildlife not

tools that work for their area,

people"

based on regional concerns

LACK OF EVIDENCE

'WHACK-A-MOLE'

public has not been convinced

closing areas in proposal 2/3

by the data and counts the

will just move people to

proposals are based on; what

other vulnerable areas;

are the implementation goals?

doesn't address the issue

QUESTION 1
Have stakeholders had enough time to understand this
concept and engage on it?

Final
considerations

QUESTION 2
How will Indigenous harvest rights be protected and
ensured?

QUESTION 3
Will these regulation changes do anything to improve or
enhance wildlife populations?

QUESTION 4
How will YG afford this if they already cannot finance more
aerial surveys and annual moose counts?

Final
considerations

QUESTION 5
How can we manage regionally without regional data?
Without harvest data from all users?

QUESTION 6
If regulation changes come from a regional level, how will
Adaptive measures be implemented in overlap areas of
T.T.?

QUESTION 7
Should there be a management plan in place before
making these substantive changes?

QUESTION 8

Final
considerations

Does this plan have any vision for the future? Is it
acceptable? Is it triaging or preventative management?
Which is needed?

QUESTION 9
Will moving to a regional management regime simply
move the problem around? What if some areas have
capacity to enact changes immediately, and others do not?

